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Defendants-Respondents Yodle, [nc., Scott Long, and Brad Leitch, by their

attorneys, O'Connell and Aronowitz, submit the following Case Statement in connection

with the Civil Appeals Settlement Program Conference scheduled in the above matter:

PARTIES

Defendant-Respondent Yodle, Inc. ("Yodle") is a nationally recognized leader in

local online advertising, and Defendants-Respondents Scott Long ("Long") and Brad

Leitch ("Leitch") were the Marketing Consultant and Account Director, respectively,

employed by Yodle who worked on Plaintiff s Yodle account. Yodle's headquarters is in

New York City, while Long resides in Arizona and Leitch resides in North Carolina, and

neither are or were at any times relevant to this litigation New York State domiciliaries.

Plaintiff-Appellant, Charles E. Collins, III ("Collins") operates a business out of

his home in Troy, New York that offers his customers a low-cost divorce form

preparation service.



YODLE'S BUSINESS

Yodle enters into short-term advertising contracts with its clients - typically for

three months - with the goal to increase the percentage of direct telephone or e-mail

contacts its clients receive from potential customers who are doing Internet searches.

Yodle attempts to achieve this goal by selecting dozens of keywords designed to

attract internet searchers to the client's services, continuously evaluating those kepvords

with the help of its client's feedback; by targeting the Internet advertising to designated

geographic areas; by bidding on the position the client's advertising will appear on

different Intemet search engine pages and determining how much to bid in order to

optimize the position of its client's advertising on search engine pages, such as Google,

Yahoo, Bing and AOL; and by providing the client with a tracking system to enable the

client to evaluate the success of Yodle's services and provide feedback which will allow

Yodle to fine tune the components of the advertising campaign.

To provide the tracking feature, in PlaintifPs case, Yodle created a dynamic

mirror image of Plaintiff s website, which is identical to the Plaintiff s website except

that the mirror website displays a tracking telephone number similar to the client's and a

lead form that, when submitted, routes to the client's e-mail address. This allows Yodle

and its client to distinguish lnternet searchers who contact the client through Yodle's

advertising from those who contact the client otherwise.

COLLINS' BUSINESS

Collins is a non-attomey, who has, for ten years, been filling out uncontested

divorce forms for his clients and filing those forms with the appropriate court offices.

Until September 2009, Collins advertised his business, primarily, in local Pennysaver
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weekly newspapers, and charged $299, plus filing fees, for his uncontested divorce

services. ln September 2009, Collins began conducting his own advertising campaigns

on the Google internet search engine using a service called Google AdWords. He was

disappointed with the results of his Google AdWords advertising, since only 1-2% of the

nearly 500 internet searchers who clicked on his ad actually called or e-mailed him, and,

during the 8 month period during which he used the Google AdWords service, his

advertising resulted in only three or four customers. The only keywords that he

employed were "New York State divorce uncontested."

YODLE-COLLINS CONTRACT

On April 6, 2010, Leitch solicited Collins by telephone on behalf of Yodle and, in

a series of telephone conversations and using a demonstration on Yodle's website, Leitch

explained in detail how Yodle's Internet advertising operated. Yodle, fortunately,

recorded these telephone conversations, and submitted copies of the recordings and

transcripts to the Court on the Motion below. They demonstrate that the allegations and

conclusions in Collins' Complaint and affidavits were, as Judge Hummel stated in his

September 14,2011 Decision and Order ("Decision"), from which Collins is presenting

this Appeal, "... baseless, false, andlor misleading."

On April 8, 2010, Collins signed a three-month advertising contract for Yodle to

design and to undertake an Internet advertising campaign for his business. Yodle created

a mirror image website of Collins' existing website, initially selected 14 service terms

and 64 geo-targeting terms, and inputted Collins' data into its proprietary software

proglam.

On April 30, 2010, after Yodle had completely designed Collins' advertising
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campaign and had the mirror image of his website up and running on internet search

engines, Collins informed Yodle that he wished to cancel the three-month conhact

because he had incurred unexpected auto repair expenses and could no longer afford the

monthly $69 management fee or the $750 monthly advertising fee.

When Leitch and Long reminded Collins that he had committed to a three-month

advertising program and that Yodle had already designed and begun the campaign,

Collins shifted gears and began accusing them and Yodle of "scamming" him.

Yodle continued to carry out its advertising obligations under its contract with

Collins, and, pursuant to the Contract, charged his credit card for the first month's

management fee on April 6, 2010, for the first month's advertising fee on April 30,2010,

and for the second month's management and advertising fees on May 28,2010, totaling

$1,638, at which point, Collins ordered his credit card company not to honor any further

charges from Yodle.

During the brief time that Yodle managed Collins' Internet advertising, Collins

acquired 2 new customers, who paid him $598 in fees as a result of their contacting

Collins through the Yodle mirror website. This was accomplished despite Collins' not

providing Yodle with any feedback to evaluate the clicks on his advertising and to fine-

tune the advertising campaign to increase Collins' customer contacts.

COLLINS'LEGAL CLAIMS

On June 14, 2010, Collins, by Order to Show Cause, coilrmenced the underlying

lawsuit, claiming that the Yodle Defendants "scammed" him, and claiming fraud, anti-

racketeering,bteach of consumer laws, Penal Law violations, and breach of contract.

The Yodle Defendants filed an Answer denying Collins' substantive claims and,
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also, denying that the Court had personal jurisdiction over Leitch and Long.

Collins served an initial set of document demands and interrogatories, to which

the Yodle Defendants substantially answered, while objecting to some of his discovery

demands as requesting proprietary business information of Yodle or being totally

irrelevant to any legally cognizable claim.

The Yodle Defendants followed Collins' discovery demands by serving document

discovery demands and interrogatories of their own, and although Collins responded to

many of the demands, his responses, in many cases, were evasive and incomplete, and in

many instances, he out-right refused to respond to discovery demands that were clearly

relevant to the claims in his Complaint.

The Yodle Defendants made a good faith effort to persuade Collins to respond to

his incomplete or inadequate responses, with no success.

Collins, then, countered by serving a second set of discovery demands, seeking

more specific proprietary information from Yodle that, again, had no relevance to any

legally cognizable claim. The Yodle Defendants declined to respond to those discovery

demands, since, in part, they were still awaiting Collins' complete responses to their first

set of discovery demands, and because Collins' second set of demands appeared to be

intended solely to harass and embarrass the Yodle Defendants.

THE UNDERLYING MOTION AND CROSS-
MOTION

Collins, then, filed a Motion to Compel the Yodle Defendants to answer his

discovery demands and the Yodle Defendants filed a Cross-Motion for Summary

Judgment to dismiss Collins' Complaint.



The Hon. Christian F. Hummel, Acting Supreme Court Justice, determined in his

Decision and Order, after a complete review of Collins' voluminous submissions and the

recordings of his telephone conversations with Leitch, that Collins had failed to satisfu

his burden to present probative evidence: (1) to support his claims that the Court had

personal jurisdiction over Leitch and Long; (2) to support his claim that the Yodle

Defendants defrauded him, because (i) he failed to demonstrate a duty they owed him

independent of the advertising contract, (ii) he failed to offer clear and convincing factual

evidence of the legal elements of a fraud cause of action, and (iii) the phone recordings

clearly established that the Yodle Defendants made no material misrepresentations of fact

nor did Collins rely on any representation that caused him injury; (3) to support his

"clearly conclusory'' anti-racketeering claim; (a) to support his claim of a private right of

action to pursue criminal and consumer fraud charges against the Yodle Defendants,

because the phone recordings demonstrated that there was no factual basis for these

claim; and because Collins failed to demonstrate that those statutes provided for a private

right of action; and (6) to support his breach of contract claim, if he could, in fact, prove a

breach of contract against the Yodle Defendants, for more than a refund of $ I ,63 8.

Judge Hummel concluded that the recordings of Collins' conversations with

Leitch "... show that most of plaintiffs conclusory and factual allegations in support of

these causes of action are baseless, false, and/or misleading." (Decision, p. 12).

RELEVANT ISSUES ON APPEAL

The primary relevant issue on appeal is whether Judge Hummel correctly

determined that Collins failed to satisff his burden, in opposing sunmary judgment, to

present probative factual evidence sufficient to require a trial.
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Notwithstanding Collins' lengthy series of conclusory suppositions, he presented

no factual evidence to refute his acknowledgment and confirmation, as demonstrated by

the telephone recordings, that he had a clear understanding of how Yodle would advertise

his business on the Internet, that he understood the 3 month term of the advertising

campaign and his monthly financial obligations to Yodle, that he agreed to Yodle's using

a mirror image of his website, that he agreed with Yodle's displaying a tracking

telephone contact number on the mirror image website, and that he agreed that e-mails

and telephone calls would be routed through Yodle's tracking system to his e-mail

address and telephone number.

The other relevant issue on appeal is whether Judge Hummel correctly determined

that the maximum damages Collins could expect to recover, if he were successful in his

cause of action against the Yodle Defendants for breach of contract, would be limited to

the $1,638 that he paid Yodle.

The Yodle Defendants are confident that Judge Hummel's Decision and Order

will be affrrmed on appeal. The telephone recordings and the contract that Collins signed

speak for themselves, and, indeed, constitute irrefutable evidence of the Yodle

Defendants' entitlement to surnmary judgment dismissing Collins' fraud, anti-

racketeering, Penal Law and consumer protection causes of action, while basic contract

case law unquestionably limits Collins' contractual damages, if any, to $1,638.



Considering that Collins acknowledges that he is seeking to recover no less than a

lump sum of $5,000,000.00 and an annual annuity of $78,000.00, the Yodle Defendants

do not hold out any realistic expectation that the scheduled settlement conference will be,

in any way, productive.

DATED: October 28,2011

Neil H. Rivchin, Esq.
Attorneys for Defendants-Respondents
Office and P.O. Address
54 State Sheet
Albany, NY 12207-2501
(s18) 462-s6or

TO: CHARLES E. COLLINS,III,pTo se
108 Brunswick Road
TroyNY 12180
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